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Introduction 

The Internet search engine Google started with a humble beginning. It was started in 1996 by 

Stanford students Larry Page and Sergy Brin, and they received their first investment in the form of 

$100,000 two years later. In 2001, Google named Eric Schmidt Chairman of the Board of Directors and 

CEO. Over the years, Google has added many acquisitions including YouTube, deja.com, Picasa, 

Blogger, and many others, which have added to the company’s impeccable growth rate. 

Google has four major areas of focus: web search, advertising, apps, and mobile. Web searching 

is its main area of expertise, and Google makes up over 70% of all searches conducted on the web. The 

company has become so popular that its name is synonymous with searching. Instead of saying, “Let’s 

look up the answer,” people say, “I don’t know. Let’s Google it.” This shows that Google is known for 

what it aims to be: fast, accurate, and user-friendly.  

Advertising is another area Google focuses a lot of time and energy on. One of the company’s 

strengths is its targeted ads. Although there has been controversy over privacy, Google prides itself on 

its ability to place ads specifically where people will see them and take notice.  

Another thing Google is working on is its apps. Google has many apps, including Calendar, 

Chat, Gmail, Docs/Drive, Scholar, and Earth, and Google has also bought many successful entities 

including Blogger, YouTube, Writely, and many others. All of these applications combined reach out to 

all possible consumers and help make Google what it is, and online empire. 

Finally, Google’s newest area of focus is the mobile industry. The company’s apps are all 

available for mobile phones and tablets  in open source software, free to all, which is also something 

Google strives to be: available and accessible to all. Also, Google helped create the Android phone, 

which is available cheaper than the iPhone and is available in more places. 

In this business case analysis, we will analyze the business situation Google is currently in, and 

we will provide feedback on what we think the company should do for now and the future, while 

addressing important issues and commenting on the company’ goals and decisions. 

 

SWOT Analysis 

 

Strengths: 

70% market ownership of Internet searches 

Name is synonymous with searching 

Successful applications 

Cloud computing technology 

Increased catch of spam emails 

High employee investment (Google complexes) 

Google logo art 

Individually targeted ads 

Home-built servers 

Weaknesses: 

Privacy concerns (Google locations, shared Gmail 

contacts) 

Google Plus failed 

.com bubble 

 

Opportunities: 

Growth: there will always be new content to be 

logged 

Android phones: slowly becoming more popular 

Constant innovation = constant advancement 

Threats: 

Competitors! Apple, Microsoft, Yahoo, and Bing 

Increased information = increased bandwidth and 

storage needed 

Apps must be programmed for both Windows and 

Apple products. 

China/Operation Aurora 
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Strengths: 

 As an Internet company, Google dominates the search engine industry with over 70% 

ownership of all searches conducted on the Internet. Google’s many strengths include a name that is 

synonymous with the business of searching, several successful applications, and new cloud computing 

technology. These, paired with other strengths, ensure success for Google as a company. 

 Google’s many applications (apps) are popular among business people and young people. 

Google Docs/Drive and Google Scholar are popular among college students, as they are both available 

online and assist with the processes of researching and writing college-level papers. Since the 

documents saved on Google Drive are available online from any computer, as long as the user is logged 

into his/her account, this allows users to access vital information from any and every venue available. 

Google Drive is also popular in business workplaces, since documents are able to be shared among 

employees, and people can see others as they work and comment on the documents in real time. 

At the same time, apps and sites like YouTube, Chat, and Earth appeal towards many audiences. 

While Google Earth is meant to help find directions, many young people find enjoyment in searching 

their houses and seeing what pictures show up, while chatting with their friends in the meantime. Also, 

YouTube holds hours, days, or even weeks of entertainment for all audiences. Since it includes comedy 

acts, plays, and other entertainment, as well as music, which means that it is appealing to many 

audiences and is a strength for Google that cannot be easily replaced. 

 Another strength Google has is targeted advertisements for it users. Although there has been 

controversy over the fact that Google tracks its users, there is a reason it does so. In order to make 

browsing the Internet and Google’s site more enjoyable, the company has integrated a tracking system, 

so that ads are targeted towards users so that they will only see ads they will be interested in, and so 

that ads are not ignored in as many cases. For example, if someone searches for diapers and other baby 

items, that person will receive ads targeted for new mothers, like Gymboree, new mothers programs, 

and certain brands of diapers, as that person searches, which might lead the user to find a new, better 

brand of diapers or certain products that are needed for new mothers. 

Also, Google will never be without employees. Due to the company’s outstanding employee 

treatment and office environment, many new business people and tech-savvy graduates aim to one day 

work and live in a Google complex. Although searching through many applicants can be a daunting 

task, Google has the choice of the cream of the crop. 

 

Weaknesses: 

 Google’s main weakness currently is users’ concern with privacy. With the addition of Google 

locations, and the ability to “check in” to certain places and the integration of email contacts into other 

social networks, users find themselves wary towards the use of certain Google apps. Also, when 

Google’s Streetview cars were taking pictures for Google Earth, and while they did that, they cataloged 

the names of Wi-Fi networks in the neighborhoods as well. Unknown to Google was the fact that 

saving the wireless Internet networks included saving the data and sites that were being used at the 

time. This also cause a lot of controversy, as a lot of personal information was taken from the Wi-Fi 

networks. Google has since apologized for the problem, but  

 Another weakness Google has it its failed apps, Google Plus and Google Buzz. Although 

Google Plus is still running, it is nowhere near as popular as Facebook or Skype, its two main 

competitors. Both of these apps have failed in the eyes of the public and the company, and are now 

only a bad memory in the history of the company. 

 Google was started in the midst of the .com Bubble, during which Google and other companies 

spent much of their time advertising the Internet and their inline presences. Many companies took a lot 

of damage in this time and not only lost profits, but went into debt or became bankrupt in order to make 

names for themselves. Although they had a humble beginning, Google has since moved up in the 
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industry and has become quite prosperous. 

  

 

Opportunities: 

 Google’s main opportunity is growth. With the continuously growing networks and introduction 

of new websites, there is an exponential area of growth for Google. The Internet endless, and this 

means that there will always be information for Google to log into its servers, and there will always be 

a need for a search engine with the capabilities of Google. It is the largest search engine on the Internet, 

and there will always be opportunities for it to grow, and the acquiring of several useful apps has set 

Google up for a lot of growth in the future. 

 Also, Android phones are slowly becoming more and more popular. Although the iPhone has an 

exclusive and high-end aura about it, Google’s Android phones are more readily available to consumers 

and available at a lower price, which encourages users to choose the Android over the iPhone. Also, 

since Androids are powered by the innovation of Google, there is a lot more variety in the choice of 

which Android a consumer will use. Choices of size, capabilities, and cheaper apps make Androids 

more consumable than the iPhone, which only has one choice: black or white, and apps that, for the 

most part, cost a lot of money, simply because they are for the iPhone. 

 Finally, Google prides itself on its innovation, and constant innovation equals constant 

advancement. Since Google is a company built on creativity and innovation, this provides Google with 

plenty of opportunities to create the “next big thing.” 

 

Threats: 

 Google’s main threats are its competitors, mainly Microsoft, Apple, and Yahoo. Microsoft is 

mainly a competitor because it offers many of the same products Google does. The products in the 

Microsoft office suite directly compete with Google’s online, open source document network. Although 

consumers are used to using Microsoft Office’s Word, Excel, and PowerPoint, as Google Drive is 

becoming more well-known, users are choosing it instead of Microsoft Office. Google only needs to 

advertise more about the service. 

 Apple’s main competition with Google comes in the form of their mobile phones. Although 

Android phones are more affordable than the iPhone, Apple has done a well in creating an ideal of 

being exclusive and better than the rest of the smart phones available in the marketplace. Apple Inc. is 

said to have a “cult following,” and this means that Apple’s consumers are sold out to the brand of the 

company and are not willing to trade brands. Google must find a way combat this and gain ground in 

the mobile phone industry. 

 Another threat to the company is that apps must be programmed for both Apple and Microsoft 

products. Much like the Microsoft Office suite has two different versions, Google’s apps must be 

programmed twice; once for PCs, and once for Macs, and also for the mobile version of these 

technologies. This could possibly take away time from other activities and important matters. 

 Recently, Google and China have come into a disagreement over censorship of the Internet. 

This has caused Google to consider backing out of China’s industry. The company has been replaced by 

a company named Baidu, and has since recovered. However, since Google has its company values, one 

of them being helping information cross all borders, the company has a big choice to make with the 

decision to either pull out of China completely, or to send uncensored information to the country’s 

servers, which would bring about a lot of unwanted controversy with the Chinese government.  

 Finally, increased information needs increased bandwidth, storage space, and server hardware in 

order to be catalogued correctly. This can become extremely expensive, even though Google builds its 

own high-capacity servers. 
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Challenges 

Google has three major problems including their expanding mobile market, privacy issues, and 

China’s new internet censorship law. As it is constantly expanding and keeping up with technological 

advances. The Communist Party of China recently announced that they have figured out how to erase 

all of their mistakes by simply removing them from the Internet in the form of censorship. Google does 

not believe in censoring the Internet as China does, so Google left China’s market. Baidu, China’s 

version of a search engine, has been China’s rebound, and things are going really well for them. 

Fulfilling every need a Communist could want, Baidu has well surpassed Google’s popularity in China. 

What Google needs to focus on now is self-improvement, as it did before China. As Facebook 

continues to not listen to the public’s concern with privacy, people have turned to Google and killed its 

attempts in competing with Facebook, Google Buzz and Google Plus. These privacy concerns are 

hitting Google hard because the company acquires a great deal of people’s information by keeping 

track of “cookies,” which are saved when a user browses the Internet. Google should turn the focus 

away from the privacy concerns on Facebook, say Google Buzz is safer, and keep their databases 

secure. Apple has been dominating the mobile industry, so Google gave us Andriod. Unfortunately, one 

cannot simply use Vine without an iPhone. Over time, the free Android market has received popular 

apps such as Instagram and mainstream social networking apps, but Android has yet to have an original 

popular app. Google needs the next big app to take the lead. With the abundance of free apps in the 

Android market, Telefonica, one of the world’s largest mobile operators, has considered charging for 

access to its network. Before the change is made, Google should buy Telefonica and charge Apple and 

everyone else for access.  

 

Goals 

 Google has entered the industry of cell phones and tablets with the development of their 

Android system and the Android marketplace. They are in direct competition with companies such as 

the search engine Yahoo!, and mobile technology producers such as Apple and Microsoft. They are 

definitely at an advantage, already controlling 70% of the market share for web search engines. Their 

mobile devices are considered the only direct competitor with Apple products such as the iPhone and 

iPad, with various Android-operated Google phones and tablets. At this point in time, as soon as you 

buy the latest and greatest thing, a new latest and greatest thing is coming out. Google’s goal is to make 

their products the must-have technology rather than the technology that comes out of Apple.  

 In order to ensure that Google’s products are more desirable, they have to stay ahead of the 

game technologically. Since many of the competitive firms have the ability to provide their customers 

with similar mobile capabilities, Google has decided to invest in infrastructure that will set them apart. 

Google’s advantage is their home-built servers, which are quicker and capable of containing more data 

than other servers. The company saves money because it does not have to buy the servers externally, 

and it is in control of the quality of the servers. This helps Google constantly improve. When one server 

dies, they build a new and improved server, which increases the experience satisfaction for the 

customer. Google’s goal is to continuously invest in this technology, since they are limited in 

opportunities to gain an advantage over their competitor. 

 Google may be the producer of the web search engine, as well as mobile devices, but they do 

not actually provide Internet or phone service. Part of getting their products into the hands of 

consumers is getting into contract with Internet and wireless providers. In order to do that, they must be 

in good standing in the eyes of the consumer so that wireless providers will agree to power their 

devices. Google strives to appease wireless providers because the owners know that without the 

providers, their devises will become obsolete. 

 Perhaps the largest issue facing Google is the users’ lack of privacy. Google faced a lot of 

backlash after releasing an application that published the users’ e-mail contacts as a form of social 
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media sharing. This highlighted users’ concerns about their privacy while using other applications. The 

lack of privacy is legal because users must permit applications to access their location and personal 

information. However, when consumers realize the extent to which their lives are unknowingly 

publicized, it creates an issue. Google uses the information primarily to target their advertising, which 

in turn, creates more revenue for Google. This is an important aspect for the survival of Google. If the 

company loses its consumers’ trust due to privacy violations, they could lose everything, since Google 

depends entirely on the users to operate, and, without them, the company can no longer operate. The 

privacy policies need to be observed and edited to change the users’ attitudes. Google’s goal is to hold 

on to its users by finding a balance between effective targeting/social media, and meeting user’s 

privacy needs. 

  

The Next Steps 

When it comes to Google's next steps in the process of building and sustaining their services, as 

well as their credibility, each issue must be approached with as much intellect and careful thought as 

has always been shown. As the first step, Google must ensure they are doing whatever they can to 

continue building their own servers rather than getting them from an external company. This sets them 

apart and leads to an ultimate advantage. They hear straight from the customer and are able to use their 

own hands in improving and designing a server. As more advances arise in this area, they will be able 

to use that information to their advantage first-hand. With this being said, Google must continue 

investing in their research and development team. This is an advantage that they currently have over 

their competitors that has allowed for growth in the company. They must stay ahead of Apple, 

Microsoft, and Yahoo. In order to do that, the research and development team already in place needs to 

be sustained so they may be continually improving each and every aspect of Google to the very best of 

their abilities.  

 In order to continue improving, the next issue to act against is finding a way to appease mobile 

providers. With a portion in the Android market, Google already has a foot into the smart phone 

industry. However, Apple is still dominating with the advancements of the iPhone. Google's action plan 

for this dilemma is to first figure out what it is the consumers want by doing surveys, reading reviews, 

and gathering whatever information they can to ensure that they discover and ultimately fix whatever 

kinks in the Android there are that are keeping it from rising above the iPhone. This would mean more 

funding for research and development, specifically for this section of Google, but it would allow for 

trust among wireless providers. If Google wins the smart phone market, Sprint, AT&T, Verizon, and T-

Mobile will have no other choice but to join in on the profits. Another way to push out the competitor is 

by using competitive pricing, giving one more reason for the consumer to choose the Android over any 

other smart phone. 

 Google's next course of action deals with China. With the conflict of censored material as a 

result of their communist government, Google faces the decision on whether or not they will pull out 

completely or whether or not they send uncensored material to the servers. In the end, Google has a 

motto that they stand for and that should be kept in order to maintain integrity. Due to their hopes that 

they “[won't] do evil” and their “need for information to cross all borders,” Google might continue 

sending uncensored information to China. However, it will be done cordially and respectfully to the 

Chinese government. In the end, Google is founded upon a certain culture that should be withheld. If 

they were to pull out, the continent's current Baidu would have no competition, giving it no initiative to 

improve itself. Therefore, in order for China to maintain a growing Internet database, Google is almost 

required to stay active within its borders. 

 The last main issue to be dealt with is the rage over privacy invasion and Google's involvement. 

It is well-known that they have made several mistakes from Wi-Fi eavesdropping to publicly displaying 

contact information on Google Buzz. However, there are ways to aid in this privacy debacle. 
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Precautions should be taken when creating any sort of Google account. For example, when a person 

creates a g-mail account, they should be taken through the set-up process that includes specific 

questions on what they would like to be kept private and what is okay to be public. Similar to 

Facebook's privacy settings, where the user decides what pictures or videos are shown to which people, 

Google's users would be able to choose which parts of their information can be used for the public eye. 

That way, it allows them to become involved in that decision, rather than being informed after the fact.  

  

Conclusion 

Overall, no company or business is perfect. There are certainly bumps along the way, and that is 

very much true for a mega company such as Google. However, they too face challenges and must 

constantly strive forward to be the very best they can be. Not every step taken is easy, nor is it 

successful, but it is a step nonetheless, and one that is crucial to take. With these plans of action, there 

is hope for Google to push past the privacy complaints and conflict with censorship and truly allow it to 

be a company that simply does good and spreads information through all borders. 

  


